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The Governance Modernization Project was launched in April 2020.  At that time, several challenging or 
awkward aspects of governance were catalysts for this effort.  Among them were: 
 
• Inability of a large governing body like the AAAS Council to move nimbly to respond to the fast 

pace of decision-making required in the modern era 
• Obsolescence of some of the regional governing structures that were more valuable before the 

era of instant and cost-effective communication 
• The lack of continuity in critical elected leadership roles has hampered the Board’s execution of its 

fiduciary responsibilities 
• Unrealized potential for partnership between the Board and senior staff 
• Siloed scientific section jurisdictions in conflict with the reality of modern multidisciplinary 

and interdisciplinary science 
• Opaque nominations process hampering the election of leaders with diverse scientific, business, 

government, geographic, and career stage background 

 
The purpose of the project has been to answer the following guiding question: 
 

What governance culture, processes, structures, and documents will provide the best framework for 
successful achievement of the AAAS mission in the coming years and match the reality of the way in 

which the modern organization is run? 
 
This meant ensuring a governance system in keeping with best association governance practices that:  
• Supports effective decision-making and oversight functions of the Board of Directors 

• Aligns the work of the entire organization toward achieving mission, including the Board, Council, 
Sections, Divisions, and Committees 

• Enables appropriate community connections 

A 26-person Working Group was created by the Board of Directors to serve as the core strategic and 
operational body for this project.  This group includes members drawn from a broad range of governing 
perspectives such as current and former representatives from across the AAAS governance structure, 
including the Board, Council, Sections, Divisions, staff, and others. Informed by the input from dozens of 
other stakeholders, the Working Group deliberated and crafted proposals for the next iteration of AAAS 
governance. 
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Executive Summary of Key Recommendations 
 

Foundational Recommendations 
 
1. Design AAAS governance to be nimble, accessible, easily understood, and connected. All parts 

should be focused on mission advancement and prioritize diversity, equity, and inclusion in all areas. 

2. Structure AAAS governance to better leverage its unique multidisciplinary strength in ways that 
increase societal impact for the benefit of all people.  This could mean, for example, developing a 
unique role as a collaborative home for multidisciplinary, multi-sectoral discovery, innovation, 
knowledge, and connection.  

3. Shift AAAS’ foundational governance premise from “Representative for” to “Representative OF.” 

a. If Board or Council members believe they are “representative for,” then they see themselves as 
the elected representatives of a particular constituency, voice the self-interests and opinions of 
that constituency and vote only on behalf of that constituency's interests. 

b. Board or Council members who view their role as ensuring that the views, beliefs, values, and 
self-interests of the constituencies they know the best are on the table as part of the 
conversation, are “representative of.”  They ensure that others are informed of the views of the 
constituencies that they understand the best. They participate in a collective dialogue and 
deliberation based on what is in the best interests of the organization itself. 

 

AAAS Board/Officer Position & Selection Recommendations 

4. Restructure Board and Officer positions to: 

a. Sunset the current practice of the elected AAAS President and President Elect filling the roles of 
Council Chair and CCA Chair. 

b. Create a seat for the AAAS Council-CCA Chair on the AAAS Board of Directors, thereby creating 
greater connection between the Board and the Council. 

c. Remove the role of the Board Chair from Presidential line progression. This means the 
Presidential line will be President-Elect, President, and Immediate Past President, each with a 
one-year term. 

d. Members will continue to elect the President-Elect. 

e. The Board of Directors will select its own Chair. 
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f. Allow individuals best suited to “leading a board” versus filling “presidential duties to be 
selected for each role.  In the division of duties: 

i. The President’s role is more focused on science and serving as an external face and voice 
of the organization.   

ii. The Chair is a partner with staff to oversee the business of the Board and its 
responsibilities to the organization. 

g. The role of the Treasurer, as currently stated in the by-laws, will be updated to reflect the 
normative practice of their role as a partner to staff and a liaison to the Board with any key 
financial matters, but that the responsibility for collective oversight falls to the Board of the 
whole and the work of financial tracking and documentation is fulfilled by expert staff resources. 

5. Repurpose and reconstitute the Board Nominations Process, currently carried out by the Committee 
on Nominations, to a Board Nominations and Leadership Development Committee that will serve 
year-round, seek and shepherd next generations of AAAS leadership, and at the same time, oversee 
a modernized, transparent and inclusive process of leadership selection that includes needs 
assessment, candidate recruitment, vetted selection and election focused on matching candidates 
with the strategic competencies and diverse representation needed by AAAS each election cycle. 

6. Present candidates for election by using methods that focus on matching candidates with the 
strategic competencies and diverse representation needed in each election cycle, while minimizing 
the potential of election losses among visible candidates. The membership will continue to vote or 
newly vote on: 

a. Nomination Committee members -- using a single slate of more candidates than needed, for 
example, present 8 candidates and elect the top 4.  By electing the Nominations Committee 
members are selected through a more rigorous and credible process and accountable team to 
carry out the important work of selecting AAAS future leaders. 

b. Elected Board members using a single slate of more candidates than needed, i.e., four 
candidates for two positions  

c. President-Elect using a dual slate (two candidates for one position) 

d. The Board of Directors will select its own Chair. 

Embedded in this recommendation is the assumption of a more robust process for electing the 
members of the Nominating Committee (to be the Nominating and Leadership Development 
Committee). This is intended to ensure diverse perspectives and strategic insight in the committee’s 
leadership vetting and slating work. 
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AAAS Council Recommendations 

7. Repurpose the AAAS Council to include oversight of key multidisciplinary, ad hoc work groups – 
called Intersections - that advance key topics of scientific and organizational import, thereby 
providing meaningful work, while maintaining current Council responsibilities, including overseeing 
Fellows.   

8. Reconstitute a smaller AAAS Council to align to the composition design below. At the time of this 
recommendation, Council would have 30 members, which will allow for a more nimble and active 
leadership group assigned to be broadly “representative of” the association.  The composition 
includes: 

a. One member per Section 

b. Four at-large or seats reserved for perspectives such as early career, non-academic, or a 
particularly needed expertise for an election cycle.  These are intended to ensure diversity of 
perspectives. 

c. A representative of AAAS presidential line  

d. AAAS CEO (ex-officio1) 

While this recommendation does not, at this time, set a maximum number of councilors, there is an 
intention to keep the Council smaller in number as the work designed will require more frequent 
meetings and lift.  

The Working Group believes Sections need to be responsive to the ever-changing nature of science, 
which will likely mean fluidly dissolving, merging, or forming new sections.  It is anticipated that a 
maximum # of Council members will remain at between 30-35 members going forward.    

As an additional note – this model shifts the design of Council to one member per Section.  It does 
not impact the proportion of Fellows allocation, which will remain unchanged.  

9. The current Committee on Council Affairs (CCA) will be reconstituted as the Council Executive 
Committee (CEC) with a single leader elected from Council to Chair both the Council and the CEC.  
 

  

 
1 Note that ex-officio indicates that the person will serve as a voting member, but serves by virtue of their 

position, not because of election to the specific body where they have a slot. Any position that is ex-officio and 
also non-voting, if any, will be indicated as such. 
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AAAS Section Recommendations 

10. Expand the scope and interconnected structure of Sections to facilitate:  

a. Increased participation in mission focused, collaborative multidisciplinary initiatives:  

b. Interconnected work groups or committees focused on possible areas, such as DEI, leadership 
development, membership and so forth; and 

c. Retention of current key responsibilities of Fellows nomination/review and Annual Meeting 
symposia contribution.  

11. Create a new system of Nomination & Leadership Development for Sections that continues to have 
Sections conduct this function, but replaces the current, cumbersome ENC system. 

12. Restructure the Section Steering Groups, giving clarity of purpose to leaders that work to advance 
their Sections and the AAAS mission. 

a. Every position will have a unique task and skill set they bring to the group. 

b. The Section’s Council member will be part of the Steering Group. 

c. The Steering Group will work together as a whole on all projects. 

d. Each of the following projects will have its own chair to lead it, with the participation of the rest 
of the Steering Group: 

i. Fellows nomination/review 

ii. Annual Meeting symposia 

iii. Nominations/Leadership development 

iv. Section membership engagement 
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